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With the closing of the Balkan route, the EU-Turkey
Agreement and the consequence that Greece had become
a reception country, the European Council established and
adopted a new crisis management mechanism on 15
March 2016 in connection with the European Agenda on
Migration. The ESI made it possible for the first time to
carry out EU humanitarian aid operations within the EU's
own territory
“to address on a sufficiently predictable and
independent basis the humanitarian needs of disasterstricken people within the Union, such as food
assistance, emergency healthcare, shelter, water
sanitation and hygiene, protection and education”
(Council Regulation (EU) 2016/369)
From 2016 until 2019 the EU provided 643.6 million € in
the context of ESI to support UN organizations and
implementing (I)NGOs with the provisions for refugees
(shelter, water, sanitation and hygiene, protection, etc.).
Additional support, for instance for accommodation, cash
transfers or health care, has been provided through DG
HOME‘s Asylum, Migration, Integration Fund (AMIF) and
the Internal Security Fund.
On 16 March 2019, the activation of the ESI ended. Main
activities funded by the ESI have been taken over by the
AMIF managed by DG HOME.
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Analysis/Results: Frictions and Challenges
The aid mission in Greece and the ESI draw massive critique. It has been said that “emergency support” for an EU state for three years with massive funds reproduced a state of emergency without any
transition instrument or long-term strategy (Claire 2017, Dittmer/Lorenz 2018). It's supposed to be one of the most expensive humanitarian aid operations in relation to only a small number of
beneficiaries. Howden and Fotiadis (2017) quote a DG ECHO official claiming that “payout per beneficiary was higher than any of their previous operations”. At the same time, the conditions in the camps
have been critized recurrently in the last three years – for the last time in September 2019 (ActionAid Hellas 2019). The reasons for the reported inefficiency can – at least to some extent – be traced to
the fact that the implementation of an instrument of humanitarian aid in an EU member state caused frictions (cf. Björkdahl/Höglund 2013) on different levels.

Frictions Resulting from
Intervening in an EU Member State

Frictions Resulting from
Austerity Measures

Frictions Resulting from
Politicization

Frictions Resulting from
the Structure of the Humanitarian System Itself

Being in the EU the sovereignty of an EU member state,
that itself could put pressure on the donor through the
European Council played a most important role. The Greek
authorities insisted on their sovereignty so INGOs were
limited in their decisions and actions and special
arrangements had to be negotiated e.g.:
• Working as Site Management Support, a slimmed-down
version of the otherwise usual Camp Coordination and
Camp Management, led to problems in the decisionmaking on-site, esp. in camps where no Greek
authorities were present.
• VAT exceptions and the payment of consumables such
as electricity were disputed.
ESI was activated for three years, but contracts between
DG ECHO and INGOs had to be renewed every year. This
limited the planning horizon in combination with Greek
labor laws:
• Short-term local staff contracts that could only be
renewed a few times and caused respective strain for
HR departments.
Greek authorities were responsible for the whole asylum
process, but transition and integration of refugees were
not “top priority” in national Greek politics (own
interviews):
• To not intervene in the asylum process, legal aid and
specific aspects of protection could not be funded in
the first year of ESI.

Due to the debt crisis and austerity measures Greek
authorities faced severe resource shortages, lack of staff
and bans on recruitments. In combination with the
implementation of ESI this led to several frictions:
• (Informal) capacity building within the Greek
government was necessary for INGOs to establish
meaningful cooperation at all.
• Contrary to other aid missions a host component was
not part of the humanitarian funding as this would
have contradicted the austerity measures. As a result
the possible health and cash assistance to refugees had
to be limited to prevent that refugees would receive
help more than Greeks in need.
• The intervention restructuring the local labor market in
the third sector. The recruitment of local staff is
reported to have severe effects for Greek NGOs that
lost their best staff. Thus, some argue that INGOs
wrecked Greek NGO structure: “ECHO is the tombstone
for Greek civil society“ (own interview).
• UN organizations and INGOs were faced with lock-in
effects as their exit strategies didn’t work since neither
the Greek authorities nor local NGOs were able to
developed the capacities to take over.

The refugee and migrant crises was politically debated
very controversially throughout Europe and Greece.
• The local population did not become part of the overall
response or even hampered the work of INGOs, e.g., in
same places right-wing movements obstructed the
establishment of refugee camps.
Due to the EU-Turkey deal vulnerability plays a crucial legal
role since the classification as vulnerable – besides being
granted asylum – allows people to leave the overcrowded
camps on the islands, such as Moria camp.
• The result is a dire ”vulnerability contest” that involves
acts of self-harm among refugees. Thus, the
politicization of vulnerability leads to clashes of
operational vulnerability assessments of INGOs and the
legal assessments of Greek authorities.
The disregard of humanitarian values because of the
strong connection with European border regimes and the
overall politicization caused frictions within the
humanitarian system: “Independence was lost here” (own
interview).
• For INGOs that were part of the response advocacy got
difficult on EU-level.
• Interviewees claim that humanitarian aid in Greece
causes an identity crisis for INGOs and may result in
reputational damage and future legitimation crisis for
INGOs and DG ECHO.

The humanitarian system is processing by its own
principles, policies, practices, cultures of behavior and
intervention models. At the same time, these structure
can become obstacles for the effective delivering of aid.
Thus, frictions result not only from external but also from
internal structures of the humanitarian system.
Being based on alleged universal values and worldview the
humanitarian system lacked context knowledge and
disregarded the specific local conditions in the
implementation of the programs.
• DG ECHO and the INGOs “failed to adapt to the
realities of a European state” (own interview).
• Ineffectiveness was attributed to weak Greek state
structures and not to their own.
The localization of aid was not achieved as participation
and ownership of local actors and the local population was
difficult to reach:
• “Greek authorities never asked for support of DG
ECHO” (own interview).
• Greek NGOs were not part of the first interventions
because they were not established
DG ECHO
framework partners.
• Deployment of international expatriates in leadership
position and only limited opportunities for Greek
nationals led to contradictions of localization.
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